
What's new?

Changes of terminals selection in our POS

To make experience connecting to terminals more user friendly and faster, in our new version
automatic discovery of all types of supported terminals will no longer apply. 
Instead, you will have to select the type of terminal you will be or already are using. The POS
will only look for this type of terminal. 
How to do that:
Go to Back Office of POS → Settings → Terminal menu and tap “Select integration”.



A window will appear on the right side of the screen. Tap “Integrations” and the list of the
possible integrations will appear.

For example, if you have your Nets terminal turned on and already paired it with your iPad,
you will have to choose “Nets (bluetooth) integration and save it. iPad then will search for the
Nets terminals and will connect to it. 



The terminal icon will become green. In case two or more same terminals found, you should
select it as before, tapping on “terminal icon” in the left top corner in the main window. 

If you are using PayEx Wi-fi terminal, from now on it will be required to enter its IP address. 

Every time Wi-fi terminal is turned on, when it connects to wi-fi, IP address will appear on it’s
screen for you to see and enter to POS. Only one wi-fi terminal can be connected to the POS
at the same time. 



Customer group selection when adding customer from our POS

Now it will be possible to assign customer group to the customer you are creating through 
POS. Just tap on “More” in the menu above bill, then “Add customer” (Contact our support for 
enabling this feature). 

When customers view opens you should tap on “+” icon in the right corner. 



Now you are finally in the customer creation window. To create customer we would require a 
name, email address and phone. We added non-required field to assign customer group – 
just tap “on select customer group” and choose the group from the list. These groups should 
be created beforehand in our BackOffice.  

Sales of product limited by age feature

We are introducing new feature which allows users to assign a minimum age to be able to
buy a product in POS. You can read more in our BackOffice manual how to setup age for the
product or category. If the age will be set for the product or category, POS will show pop up
that age must be verified. Only then it will be added to the bill. Other items with the same or
lower age verification will be accepted automatically. 



For example, if you customer buys strong alcohol witch requires age of 21 and is verified.
When adding beer, which requires age 18, verification will not be required.  
Same  applies  to  the  products  bought  via  pre-order.  It’s  important  to  mention  that  age
restriction will not be applied for add-ons. Also such products will not be possible to buy in
Self-checkout as a staff person should verify the age. 

Preorder conversion to bill

We made changes in pre-order completion process. Instead of going straight to “Payment
View”, pre-order will be converted to the bill. This way it will be possible to add more items on
the spot if asked by customer. 

Sales of product blocked in Self-chekout

This feature should allow you to decide which products cannot be sold in Self-checkout mode.
A flag is added to the product editing page in BackOffice. 



When it is checked adding product to the bill is blocked and pop-up appears. 

Number of items in the bill
* Contact our support for enabling this feature.

In our new build there will be possibility to see items added to the bill count. 
It should be noted that, for example, if 2 of the same pc items will be added to the bill, it will
be counted as 2. But if 5 litres of milk will be added to the bill it will be counted as 1. Also,
add-ons will not be counted as a separate item.  


